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                     - Tongues of fire illuminate the night. (2019)

Scripture Reading: Acts of the Apostles 2
by Robert Steiner

Living in Cape Town is difficult for those who cannot stand the constant blowing of wind. With time one
becomes more sensitive to the different kinds of winds, who all in their own way carry a different
promise. There are three prevailing winds that affect the climate in the city. The hot and dry wind is
called the “Bergwind". It has travelled down from Namibia and announces the imminent arrival of a
cold front. Then there is the “North Wester” during the winter months. It is accompanied by rains and
storms and responsible for mountain peaks draped in snow. And finally, the most famous Cape wind is
the strong “South Easter", fondly referred to as the “Cape Doctor”. It blows during the summer months,
clears the skies from smog and impurities, keeps the climate cool and promises some fresh sea air. The
“South Easter” is also responsible for the well known “table cloth” hovering over Table Mountain. Over
the years I have learnt to listen more deeply to the different movements of the winds and recognize the
distinct qualities that characterise each wind. But above all it has made me more appreciative of the fact
that when our ancestors in the faith were thinking about how to describe and name God, they thought
of God as being like the wind. Possibly because just like the wind, God cannot be controlled, does not
discriminate, knows no boundaries, is life-giving and deeply mysterious, as Jesus reminds us: “We do
not no where it is coming from and where it is going.”

Someone once commented how Pentecost is as much about comforting the afflicted as it is about
afflicting the comfortable. Fulbert Steffensky's argument makes a similar point, when he compares the
celebration of Pentecost with the discovery of the church's birth certificate. Imagine yourself sitting down
with your parents or with your children and going through a foto album. As one looks at the pictures of
newborns and babies one reflects on the circumstances of the birth and all the joys and pains, hopes



and dreams that came with it. The church's birth certificate as found in the Acts of the Apostles reminds
us that the coming of the Spirit at Pentecost gave visible expression to the fullfilment of a threefold
dream: The dreams of understanding, of participation and of sharing. It resulted in new sense of
belonging, anarchic subversion of authority and exuberant generosity.

                                                                                                    - Three ancient dreams emerge in the fire. (2019)

The dream of understanding

It is an ancient dream: What if we could all understand each other. Surely the world would be a more
just and peaceful place. The book of Acts tells us that pilgrims from very different parts of the world were
able to hear the apostle speak in their own language. It was a miracle of speaking, or possibly even a
miracle of hearing? It once again affirmed the gift of cultural diversity. While back then, during the times
of the tower of Babel, God had to scatter the people to remind them of their initial calling to spread
across the world and be fruitful, the Spirit now intiated a new gathering, which this time round, did not
push for uniformity, but for diversity. Apartheid theology justified the politics of separation with speaking
of God's intervention of confusing and scattering as the curse of Babel. Meanwhile Walter Brueggeman
made it very clear that what God was opposing was humanity's attempt to have one language, one
culture, one way of experiencing and of seeing the world. It was about resisting the attempt of creating
unity on the basis of uniformity, endlessly repeated by political regimes wanting to assume control over
people and exercise terror and fear.. 

The church's birth certificate encourages a union which is built on a celebration of diversity, difference
and otherness. South Africa's eleven official languages convey a similar spirit. And the idea of a rainbow
nation encourages to discover our differences as a wealth and not as a threat. As a faith community we
are called to resist any attempts to reduce the many to the one. Learning a new languages is not only



about communication, but also about appreciating new and different ways of seeing and hearing the
world. But we are also called to tolerate those views and interpretations of the world that differ from our
own standpoint. Tolerance comes from the Latin verb tolerare and means “to suffer”. It acknowledges
the at times difficult and painful processs of accepting difference. But such tolerance marks the
beginning of a promising journey, for tolerance calls for respect. And respect comes from the Latin
respectare and means “to look again”. Such a second look does not necessary have to lead to an
agreement or a consensus, but it should help us see the person as a fellow citizen, as a brother or sister,
as a human being created in the image of God, who deserves respect independent of his or her views.
When Dietrich Bonhoeffer reflected on building community in his doctorate Sanctorum Communio, he
thought of Christ as a kind of boundary or barrier between myself and the other, guaranteeing the
other's integrity and protecting fellow members from being subsumed into a monolithic and oppressive
union. So much injustice has been committed in the name of unity. The rhetoric of unity and union
keeps disguising the desire for control and power.

The challenge is real and concrete in post-Apartheid South Africa. Some of our members continue to
make experiences of being invisible. They come to church and share the peace of Christ and feel a
sense of community and belonging. But at a shopping mall they are not recognized or acknowledged.
And while this might not be done intentionally, it shows that our ways of seeing and noticing others can
be seriously hampered by prejudice, indifference, or even a degree of racism. It is painful to be greeted
as a guest at the church door, when in fact you have been coming for quite a few months to the church
or have even been welcomed formally as a member of the congregation. There is a lot to learn from
those accounts and experiences. Our birth certificate speaks of an ancient dream: to be seen, noticed,
respected and understood, in all of one's difference and otherness. But there are times, when we have
our own Pentecost moment, when we feel tongues of fire dancing on our heads, creating a sense of
unity which is no longer afraid of difference, but driven by a desire for deeper understanding and
belonging.

The dream of participation

But there was also a moment of anarchy, chaos, and subversion of authority involved at Pentecost. For
the writer of the Acts of the Apostles this is the fulfillment of the prophet Joel's prophecy:

    

    
    

    
    

He has the apostle Peter stand up and boldly announce the fulfillment of an ancient dream: What if
everyone would be given a voice and authority, gifted with divine visions, dreams, and prophecies. It
goes against any form of discrimination on the basis of age, gender, class or race. No one is either too
young or too old, too poor or too rich, too black or too white, too gay or too straight to participate in
building community. The challenge for such communities will be to create the spaces needed that allow
for a deeper listening to each other. Such participation anticipates a democratic spirit, which empowers
grass roots movements and a theological formation from below, very different to the prevalent top down
approach. The Protestant idea of the priesthood of all believers retrieved this notion of equal
participation and challenged the distinction between lay people and priests, questioning ecclesiastical
hierarchies of power. God's Spirit does not make such distinctions, does not privilege a certain group of

In the last days, God says,
I will pour out my Spirit on all people.

Your sons and daughters will prophesy,
your young men will see visions,
your old men will dream dreams.

Even on my servants, both men and women,
I will pour out my Spirit in those days,
and they will prophesy.



people and affirms every human being as being created in the image of God.

When we developed the concept of the “Holy Circus” for our Sunday School, we were not only
concerned with becoming more playful in our teaching, but also to move away from the traditional
teacher/student model. After all, Jesus himself encourages his disciples to learn from the children when
it comes to entering the kingdom of God. It is along those lines that our “teachers” are trained to
become facilitators, who know how to create a safe environment for children to respond imaginatively
and creatively to the stories of our faith tradition. Playfulness allows for a subversion of hierarchies and
an engagement of equal players. When teaching becomes listening, God's Spirit is given space to move
between us, the body of Christ comes alive, and those deemed least important in a meritocracy begin to
command attention.

The dream of sharing

„The best teachers are those who show you where to look but don’t tell you what to see.“ (Alexandra K.
Trenfor) As we read on in our birth certificate we notice a way of being community which clearly
resembles the kind of fellowship Jesus practiced with his inner circle of disciples. A deeper sense of
understanding and participation led to a more generous sharing: A sharing of prayers, dreams, visions,
bread and money. No one was left hungry or in need. It is a unity in the Spirit which is centered around
a genuine embodiment of the Word and Spirit. Bold statements of faith led to a community built of
living stones, a place of belonging and of genuine care. The Spirit becomes a teacher who leads her
followers into deeper communion with each other. She does not point us back to the ten
commandments. She does not rely on a new ethical code of conduct. She simply points the individual
members to each other and sensitizes them for each other’s needs. There is a giving which is not driven
by charity, but by a strong sense of divine abundance. People receive not what they deserve, but what
they need. And small things are now, with the words of mother Theresa, done with great love. 

                            - We are told where to look, but not what to see. (2019)

It is a dangerous memory. But Steffensky reminds us that a human being does not only become
beautiful by what he or she does, but also by his or her dreams. They are dreams that speak of a



greater thirst and a broader vision which leaves no one wanting. The writer of Luke’s Gospel might have
presented us more with an ideal than with a historically accurate account. His re-telling was not meant
to be a mere historical record, but a daring, prophetic proclamation to inspire our imagination. And it is
certainly more beautiful, to live with a constant awareness of our at times hypocritical and
compromised behavior than to simply forget the provocative and polarizing beginnings of our
faith. There was enough there, to inspire a most unusual birth certificate. And we do well in coming
back to it every year.

(Acknowledgments: The idea of Pentecost as our birth certificate that renews a threefold dream comes
from Fulbert Steffensky.)


